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LOCALIZATION, APPIN AND HAPTIC FEEDBACK FOR INSPECTION OF A
CONFINED SPACE IN MACHINERY

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.

82/121 ,536, filed February 27, 20 5 , which is incorporated herein by reference in its

entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention generally relates to an apparatus and system Including

haptic feedback for inspection of machinery and more particularly, but not exclusively to

a system with haptic feedback for inspection an mapping of an air gap region of an

electrical machine.

BACKGROUND

Devices known as crawlers or miniature robot devices can be used to perform

some tasks such as air gap inspection a d wedge tapping without removal of the rotor

in some types of electrical machines some applications disassembling the machine

prior to inspection is difficult or unpractical from a cost or system complexiiy standpoint.

Some existing inspection systems have various shortcomings relative to certain

applications. Accordingly, there remains a need for further contributions in this area of

technology.



SUMMARY

One embodiment of the present disclosure includes apparatus and system with

haptic feedback and mapping capabilities for inspection of machinery. Othe

embodiments include apparatuses, systems, devices, hardware, methods, and

combinations of systems with haptic feedback for inspection of machinery wit unique

methods and apparatus are disclosed herein. Further embodiments, forms, features,

aspects, benefits, and advantages of the present application shall become appafent

from the description and figures provided herewith.



BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE FIGURES

Fig. 1 shows a perspective view partially cutaway of one example of a rotor an

stator of a rotating electrical machine n which crawler ca be used.

Fig 2A illustrates a portion of an electrical machine with the stator in place and a

robot crawler positioned on the teeth of the stator of the machine.

Fig. 2B shows a crawler positioned on the stator teeth without the rotor in place.

Fig. 3 shows an exemplary embodiment of a crawler.

Figs. 4A, 4B and 4C illustrate extendable modular designs for crawler.

Fig. 5 shows an exemplary cylindrical space inspected by the crawler.

Fig. 6 shows an example of a status map n the form of a 2D array of a space

shown below as inspected by the crawler,

Fig. 7 shows a flowchart illustrating a method for inspection status mapping.

Fig 8 shows a flowchart illustrating a method for using th inspection ma t set

the schedule for inspecting a space by the crawler.

Fig. 9 shows one example of an inspection route in dashed line to b taken by a

crawler.

Fig 10 shows an exemplary video camera mounted on a crawler.

Fig, 1 shows an accelerometer-based tilt sensor mounted on one of the modules

of a crawler.

Fig. 12 shows gyroscopes mounted on a crawler to provide the orientation sensed

as visual feedback and/or to provide haptic feedback fo the operator.



Fig shows a flowchart illustrating a method for using haptic feedback to assist

with orientation of the crawler and for alerting to th operator about inspection related

events.

Fig. 14 shows exemplary inspection events that can trigger haptic feedback.

Figs. 15A and 15B show exemplary defects that may be inspeeted o a stator and

a rotor respectively.

Fig. 18 shows an exemplary control module with associated equipment for

operation of a crawler during inspection of a machine.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS

A crawler or robot device one embodiment of which is described below is used in

operations such as visual inspection, other inspections with various sensors, wedge

tapping, stator repair an maintenance such as cleaning inside the air ga between the

stator and the rotor of rotating electrical machinery. The machinery can include motors,

generators and other rotating machines suc as gea ess mill drives that have an air

gap suitable for crawler movement.

The crawler inspection can find defects on the stator and the rotor. One example

of a stator defect is shown in Fig. 15A, This defect was a core fault caused by loose

debris moving through th air gap an lodging i the radial core vents of the rotating

machine. One example of a rotor defect is shown in Fig. 15B. This defect was caused

by cracking of a top tooth n a two pole, 60 Hz, hydrogen cooled generator.

Referring now to Fig. 1, there is shown a perspective view of one example of a

rotor and a stator 14 of rotating electrical machine partially cutaway in which a

crawler or robot device 12 may e used for inspection in a confined space. An

exemplary embodiment of the crawler 12 is shown in Fig. 3 and is described below.

The rotating machine 10 can be a typical motor/generator with stator 14, rotor 18 and ai

gap 8 . In some configurations, the crawler 12 may crawl on the teeth 14a shov n in

Fig. 2A of stator 14.

Fig. 2A illustrates a robot crawler 12 crawling on the teeth 14a of stator 4 w t

the rotor 1 in place. Th teeth 14a are typically laminated steel or another

ferromagnetic material. As is well known, the teeth 14a can b of different

configurations of slot dimensions and shapes. Fig. 2B shows the crawler crawling on



the stator teeth 14a without the rotor 18 in place. For ease of illustration the copper

coils in machine 1 are not shown in Figs, 2A and 2B.

Fig. 3 shows an exemplary embodiment for a modular crawler 12. The crawler

2 can include a tethered function main module 20 and a combination of inner and outer

track-drive modules 22a and 22 on each longitudinal side of module 20. A tether 20c

allows the crawler 1 to communicate with a base station (not shown) that is outside of

machine 10. Crawler 12 can also perform its functions without the tether 20c, i.e.

through radio frequency, Wi-Fi or other wireless communication/control methods. As

shown in Fig. 3 , each of the drive modules 22a an 22b has a belt drive 22c. While not

shown i Fig. 3 each track-drive module 22a and 22b can include a gear motor for each

of the associated belt drives 22c,

Module 20 can include visual inspection function provided o board

cameras 20a and 20b. One o the modules ca also include a camera (not shown in

Fig. 3) on the side facing the ro or 16 when the crawler 1 is positioned in the electrical

machine 10.

Referring back to Figs. 2A and 26, the crawler 1 is operable for crawling across

and engaging with the stator teeth 14a by magnetic attachment means. One or more

magnets (not shown) can be positioned on each of the drive modules 22a and 22b so

as to provide sufficient force to keep the crawler attached to the machine, The crawler

12 is operable when the rotor 16 is installed in machine 10 and also when the rotor 1 is

removed f om machine 10.

However, in some embodiments, only the stator teeth 14a, which the belt track

22c of each of drive modules 22a and 22b ride on, are made of ferric material, the



tracks 22 have to be aligned, or at least substantially aligned, with the stator teeth 14a

when attached via magnet force. In other embodiments other attachment means may

be employed such as for example a plurality of suction cups adapted to extend from one

or more belts 22c. Since the teeth dimension and the width ratio between the tooth 14a

and wedge 14b shown in cross section in Fig. 2A vary across different machines, the

tracks 22c can be adjusted to matc the tooth configuration for a specific machine. As

is known by th skilled artisan, wedges 14 hold the copper coils in machine 10 and the

crawler 1 ma include means for tapping or otherwise inspecting the wedges 14

during maintenance operations.

Figs. 4A, 4B an 4C illustrate an extendable modular design for crawler 12. As

shown i Fig. 4A, crawler can have one tethered function module 20 and one drive

module 22 that can either b 22a or 22b or the combination thereof on each sid o

module 20. Thus Fig. 4A shows in schematic form the embodiment for the crawler 12

shown in Fig. 3.

As shown n Fig. 4B, crawler 12 can have a tethered function module 20 having a

drive module 22 connected to each side of module 20, and a function module 24

connected to a distal side o one of the drive modules 22 An additional drive module

22 can be connected to the left side of module 24.

As shown in Fig. 4C, the modular crawler 12 can have multiple functional

modules 24 and multiple drive modules 22. There can be n limit to the number of

modules 22 and 24. However, a predetermined number of modules 22 and 24 are used

to achieve the desired functions for a given application.



As shown in Figs. 4B, the tether 20c of function module 20 does not have to be in

the center of the crawler as shown in Figs. 3 and 4A. The squares shapes labeled

"G" o the function modules 20 and 24 n Figs. 4A-4G each represent a camera.

some embodiments one of the function modules can nclud a wedge tapper 'Τ ' or

other type of sensor "S". In other embodiments a repair module "R" (see Fig. 4C) may

be included t repair the machine. By way of example and not limitation the repair

module may include grinding tools, cutting tools, welding tools, epoxy or other adhesive

applying tools, and/or debris removal tools, etc.

As ca be appreciated the drive modules 22 shown in block form i Figs. 4A, 4B

or 4C can b only one of modules 22a or 22b attached to each longitudinal side of

tethered module 2 or non-tethered module 24. The linking between each o the

modules 22 and 24 and the associated drive modules 22a or 22b can be accomplished by

use o hinged spacers 15 one example of which is shown in Fig. 3 with either fixed or

adjustable linkages.

n one form, the crawler 12 can perform one or more tasks such as visual

Inspection, measurement an repair. The crawler 1 may ma the entire inspection

coverage area and create a corresponding status or iocation status indicators in a manner

that allows the inspection Iocatio and corresponding inspection data to be graphicaiiy

visualized in rea time or via recorded memory. As can be appreciated, localization and

mapping of the air gap 18 is difficult due to its very small height (in one non-limiting

example 0 mm) and long length n one non-limiting example (2 to meters). some

embodiments removing the rotor to reduce challenges o small gap inspection is

undesirable due to cost, time and risk of damaging the equipment.



One aspect of the present disclosure includes means for spatial data mapping o

the inspection space. An exemplary form includes a 2D-array mapping chart 60 and is

depicted in Fig. 6 . This mapping data ca be used for manual or auto navigation routing

and planning. A micrQ-machined accelerometer-based tilt sensor mounted on each side

of crawler tracks can be used t detect location and estimate the size of a surface

irregularity.

Air gap inspection ma be conducted on a regular or o an as needed basis n

one form a sensor for inspection ca include a video camera mounted on the crawler

12. In the exemplary embodiment, cameras 20a and 20b shown Fig. 3 may be used

to transmit live images to a monitor and/or a memory recording device. In operation the

one or more cameras may transmit a real-time live image to th operator so that he/she

can maneuver the crawler 12 and also visually inspect the structure for defects or

foreign object debris.

one aspect, t can be desirable to inspect machine structure adjacent to the air

gap in a systematic manner. Systematic inspection can include inspecting portions of

or inspecting the entire coverage area and corresponding status results may be

mapped in such a way that the inspection location and corresponding inspection data is

graphically displayed. Such a mapping task requires identification of inspection

locations (or addresses) and acquisition of inspection data/results. The inspection

location can be i the form of a predefined grid pattern. The grid pattern can define an

array (for exampl [121 , 23]) because the entire air ga area can be discretized by

"teeth". The inspection data can include images files, surface condition (e.g. height in

case of a bump, depth in case of a recessed dimple), pass/fail index, etc.



As shown in Fig. an exemplary inspection space is can be defined b way of

example and without limitation as a cylindrical shell 50 between the rotor and th siator

o the rotating machine. The position of th inspection vehicle, that is, crawler 12

shown in schematic form in Fig. 5 can for exampte and without limitation be defined as

angular position Θ, axial position z , and heading angle φ relative to a fixed or known

location "L".

Identifying inspection location invokes techniques for solution of the localization

problem typical t mobile robots. SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) is

one example of a method to build up a ma within an unknown environment or to

update a ma within a known environment while at the same time keeping track of the

current location of mobile robot(s) (b using odometers, ultrasonic sensors and/or laser

scanners, etc ,); For a crawler 12, it can be impractical in some applications to have

bulky sensor hardware such as D-(single beam) or 2D-(sweeping) laser rangefinders,

3D Flash LIDAR cameras, 2D/3D sonar sensors and one or more 2D cameras, a an

integral part of the system due t the size limitations.

A micro-machined accelerometer ca be designed to sensitively respond to the

earth's gravitational field in static -application or acceleration when subjected to motion

in dynamic application, or both. An accelerometer, mounted on the crawler 12, can

serve as a tilt sensor for detecting current angular position for portions o the crawler 1 ,

i one aspect, the axial position Z (Fig. 5) can be determined by an odometry

system enabled by encoders integrated in the gear motors included in the track-drive

modules 22a and 22b. In one exemplary form, four encoders each of which may be

integrated into track-drive module motors to continuously measure the gear motor



rotation. The signal content from the four encoders can b translated into the travel

distance and direction of the vehicle. Also, in some embodiments one or more

acGelerometers can b used for calculating axial position of the vehicle 12. n some

embodiments, the raw noisy acceleration signal transmitted directly from t h sensor

ma be conditioned and/or filtered to eliminate/compensate for the noise (both

mechanical and electrical} and inherent sensor drift. The odometr system in

combination with one or more aceeterometers may b utilized to keep track of the

position of the vehicle 12. Other techniques for obtaining position from accelerometer

data ma also be used as one skilled i the art would understand.

The position information of the vehicle in the inspection area can also include the

"heading" (denoted by φ in Fig, 5 o the vehicle 1 . A gyroscope can be mounted on

the vehicle 12 in such a wa that i detects the vehicle's angular rotational speed

(denoted by ω in Fig. 5) about the vertical axis (denoted by in Fig. 5 of the loca

coordinate frame of the vehicle. This angular speed of the vehicle 12 is the rate of the

change o the vehicle's heading angle, an therefore gives information o where the

vehicle 12 is currently heading when integrated with respect to time.

A IML! Ine rt ia Measurement Unit) can be used with the crawler 12 in some

embodiments. An MU may include 1 or more acceleromeiers, gyroscopes and/or

magnetometers. The U may include built-in signal conditioning circuits and software

that measures and transmits the position, velocity, orientation, and tilt angle of the

crawler 2 continuously or at discreet time intervals.

W it the location information of the vehicle 12 an corresponding inspection

data, an inspection map 60 sometimes also referred t o herein a s a status ma can b



generated as shown in Fig. 6, in a exemplary 2D array format. The location of the

teeth 14a an thus the Ideational map for the teeth 14a is predefined by the

specification for the machine 1 . The sensors on the inspection vehicle 12 are operable

for sensing and transmitting the vehicl data to a computer memory and/or a monitor fo

the operator to analyze. The operator may view in real time or at a subsequent time

data associated w it a particular position on a tooth (i.e. 1=23, j=358). To that end there

ca be a "translator" from the sensor data to the location of that tooth on the map. Thus

the data shown in the map location for that toot is a visualization of the recorded status

dat for that toot from a camera and any other status determining instrumentation

mounted on the inspection vehicle 12.

Referring no to Fig. 7 , there is shown a flowchart 7 for the above described

inspection status mapping method by the various sensors on the vehicle 2 . At 70a

the operator moves the inspection vehicle 12 to the location in the air gap 8 to be

inspected either through computer automation or through manual control. At 70b it is

determined from visual guidance from the camera and/or other sensing means that the

vehicle 12 has arrived at the desired location for inspection. The vehicle 12 can includ

one or mor motion, orientation and/or location sensors. The raw data from the one or

more sensors at 70c can b processed t estimate the location of the vehicle. By way

of example, the vehicle may be determined to be at the p ] tooth.

At 70d the vehicle 12 sends the location data to the map builder or mapping

system. As shown i the flowchart the vehicl 12 has one or more inspection sensors

and the data from those sensors are sen by the vehicle to the map builder. At 70e, the

ma builder uses the location data and the inspection data to build the status map with



status indicators in the predetermined format at Of. There is shown in this figure for

the inspection status mapping flowchart a graphical display of the status map 80 (note

status map 60 is also shown i Fig. 6).

One of the tasks required for motor/generator gap inspection is inspection

planning and scheduling. The inspection map 6 provides the operator with inspection

history, logged data and a reference useful for future inspection plans. The scheduling

criteria obtained from the inspection map 60 may include, by way of example, and not

limitation: inspection completed location and data; uninspected or uncovered) location;

inspection failed location and information regarding required action; and/or a re-

inspeetion location.

From the information above, the next inspection round can be planned in detail

and the vehicle 12 can be configured for the inspection trip by mounting desired sensors

and/or repair apparatus thereon. Once an inspection route and task is defined, the

vehicle 1 can be operate manually, semi-autonomously or autonomously depending

on how the vehicle control system is designed.

Referring now to Fig 8, there is shown a flowchart 80 illustrating a method for

using the inspection map 60 to set the schedule for inspecting the air gap 18. At 80a

there is shown the previously described inspection status map 0 and graphical display

that s seen when the vehicle 2 inspects the air gap 8. Information about the status of

the inspection an be displayed as desired. For example information regarding which

locations were inspected as well as data obtained for those locations may be generated.

Additional information may include: any locations not inspected or uncovered locations;

any inspection failures for an identified location; information noting required action;



and/or whether a re-inspection is required for a particular location. This information can

be sent to a inspection scheduler which at 80b sets the vehicle configuration, the

inspection route and the inspection task details. An exemplary inspection route 90 is

shown as a dashed line in Fig. 9 . The scheduler information s transmitted to the

vehicle 12 and a 80c the vehicle may move using auto navigation to the inspection

location. other forms the vehicle may be moved through manual navigation or

combinations of manual and aut navigation. At 8Gd the vehicle reports its arrival at

the desired location and at 80e the inspection status is updated.

Surface irregularities can be caused by structural flaws in proble components

such as de!amination, a heat or stressed induced warpage, fatigue cracking, or the like

as well as b foreign object or debris finding its way into the gap or path. n some

aspects a video camera 100 mounted on crawler 12 as shown in Fig. 10 may not detect

and/or identify ali of the surface irregularities. To enhance defect detection a

acceierometer based ti!t sensor 1 1 mounted on module 22 or 24 as shown in Fig. 11

can be used. The tiit sensor 110 may be operable to detect a surface defect and

estimate its size and/or shape in conjunction with the visual display. The ideal (no

irregularity) surface of the air gap 18 is defined by design criteria o the component

being inspected. Any change whether abrupt or gradual in sensor readings relative to

the reference values indicates the existence of defects or structural flaw o the surface.

The acceierometer based tilt sensor 10 mounted on the crawler vehicle 2 as shown i

Fig. 11 can provide information such as a relative magnitude of the defect or foreig

object as well as a direction and intensity of the collision. The defect involved in the



collision may be a part of motor structure or undesirable foreign objects located inside

the air gap 18.

t should be appreciated that including one o more micro-machined motion

sensors an mapping capabilities as described herein on the inspection crawler 12

along with visual inspection provides the crawler operator with an augmented sensing

capability t track what has been inspected, to p an what to inspect next, and to

integrate surface defect information in the map. This integration of micro sensing

technology and mapping software provides inspection and planning information fo

motor and generator maintenance, without removing the rotor.

n some aspects during manual operation it can be difficult for a air gap crawler

operator to maintain the correct orientation o a crawler 12 because the crawler 12

cannot be viewed directly due to the air gap's small size. Also, it is sometimes

desirable to allow the operator to reorient the crawler 12, a least to a small degree, in

order to allow the operator to change the orientation and/or position of the sensors or

other devices on the crawler n these instances, i may not be desirable to

mechanically force the crawler 1 into one orientation, i.e. by use of mechanical guides

t lock the crawler into the same orientation as a stator slot.

in some forms, haptic feedback can be used to help the crawler operator guide

the crawler 12 without mechanically limiting the movement of the crawler 12.

Gyroscopes 120 on the crawler 12 as shown in Fig. 12 can provide the orientation of the

crawler 12. Knowledge of the stator design can be combined with the gyroscope's

readings to calculate the deviation of the crawler 1 from the desired orientation, which

is typically the nominal orientation of the stator slot. Haptic feedback can be provided to



the operator through a joystick 22 such as by wa of example and not limitation the

Thrustmaster force feedback enabled joystick available from Guillemot Corporation S.A.

to inform the operator of the deviation. The ptic feedback ma hel the operator t

adjust the crawler 12 t a correct orientation at an early stage so that the operator may

not have to make greater corrections in orientation at a later time as show in Fig. 1

to change the course of the crawler 12. Thresholds and various scaling functions can

b used t provide more or less feedback depending on how much the operator i

expected to deviate from the nominal orientation, Thresholds and scaling functions can

also be tailored to operators' levels of experience and/or preferences. In some forms,

haptic feedback can be used to help guide the crawler operation when in manual mode.

The operator may be able to keep his/her eyes on the monitor while at the same time

being able to completely focus on the inspection task at hand.

In some aspects it ca be difficult for an air gap crawler operator to detect small

changes in the orientation o the crawler 12 that occur when the crawler d ves over an

irregular surface. For example i the crawler 2 is composed of many modules linked

together by various joints or spacers as shown i Fig. 1 1 , i is possible that a module

has changed orientation relative to desired orientation. some forms there ma be

no visual output t the operator and in other forms visual output may be inadequate to

help the operator control the crawler 12. Therefore, if ma be helpful to alert the

operator to changes in the crawler state due to surface irregularities or other causes.

Haptic feedback, such as vibration in the crawle joystick 122, can b used to alert the

operator to the fact that the crawler 12 ha driven over a bumpy surface or part of th

crawler 12 has bumped into an obstacle, or that the crawler configuration or orientation



has changed beyond a specified threshold. As described above, a surface defect can

be detected and th size can be estimated by an accelerometer-base tiit sensor 110,

but may not signal to the operator that a crawler module has changed its orientation.

Referring now t Fig. 1 , a flowchart 13 includes a method showing how haptic

feedback may help the operator maintain proper orientation of the inspection crawler 12

and also how haptic feedback alerts the user t o crawler related events such as rumble

and vibrations, A 30 the desired location of the inspection crawler is set using

th previously described inspection scheduler. The desired heading orientation is then

set at 130b. The output of various sensors is used at 130c to obtain the current location

o the inspection crawler 12 and the current heading orientation of the inspection

crawler 2 at 130d.

The inspection crawler is moved at 30e to where t a goal or desired location

a 13Qe. The moving inspection crawler 12 at 130f sends haptie feedback alerts such

as those described above to the operator during movement of the crawler 2 . At 130g

the difference between the desired and actual heading orientation s computed and at

30 the reaction force is computed as the difference computed at G multiplied by a

software adjustable gain/scale factor. The reaction factor can be set at an appropriate

leve to achieve a fast response to the deviation. The computed reaction force is sent t

the operator's haptic feedback device 122 an the operator feels the reaction force at

3 Ϊ. The operator then at 30] uses the haptic feedback device 122 to exert a

corrective force to the moving inspection crawler 12.

Air gap inspection crawlers 12 may carry sensors and devices to inspect and/or

perform maintenance operations in the air gap. I is sometimes difficult for an air gap



crawler operator to monitor the state of all such devices when performing an inspection.

To ai the operator, some inspection events can trigger haptic feedback as shown in

Fig. 14, such as a vibration through the joystick 22 or other crawler controller.

in some forms, haptic feedback can be the primary feedback means. In other

forms, haptic feedback may supplement other feedback means. For example, visual

feedback ay be limited because the operator is looking at the crawler 12 or one of

many display devices when a event occurs. In other cases audio feedback is limited

because the environment can b noisy. Therefore, haptic feedback can be used

instead of or as shown in Fig. 14 in addition to these other types of feedback.

In some forms the haptic feedback system can be designed such that different

events result in different haptic feedback output. Some non-limiting examples include:

a collision may cause the joystick 122 to move backward; slipping of the crawler (e.g.

detected by two encoders in two different track modules disagreeing on the distance

traveled) may cause a series of vibrations (short - short short - delay - repeat}; a loss

of communication with an inspection sensor module (e.g. a wedge tapper) may cause a

series of vibrations (short - long - short - long); and/or a detection of a problem by an

inspection sensor module [e.g. a Electromagnetic Core Imperfection Detector (EL CiD

sensor)] may cause a series of vibrations (long - long - delay - repeat). Other events

triggering haptic feedback could include without limitation an increased motor current for

one of the track modules, an air gap height sensor detecting a narrowing of the air gap

beyond a certain threshold.

Referring now to Fig. 18, there is shown an exemplary embodiment of a control

module 38 with associated equipment for facilitating operation and controlling crawler 12.



The associated equipment can include a control cabinet 38a that includes several

monitors 38b, a tether 38c for connecting the crawler 12 and the control module 38, central

processing unit (CPU), a DVR 38 or other memory recording means in cabinet 38a, a

data input/output device 38e, communication lines in cabinet 38a with a keyboard and a

mouse and a control uni 38f that has a joystick to provide feedback to the operator,

lighting and speed control for the crawler 12 .

n one aspect, the present disclosure includes a system comprising a crawler

operable for traversing through a confined space in a machine; one or more sensors

coupled with the crawler, the one or more sensors operable for sensing information

associated with the machine; a transmitter for transmitting information from the one or

more sensors to a least one of a visual"display and a retrievable memory storage; a d

a control system having haptic feedback capability to signal an occurrence of one of a

plurality of predefined events.

In refined aspects the predefined event includes sensing a defect in the machine;

the defect Includes a foreign object located proximate the confined space; the one or

more sensors include .at least one of a video camera, an accelerometer based ti t

sensor, and/or a proximity sensor; comprising a tether connected t o the crawler; the

crawler includes a main function module and one or more drive modules; the crawler

includes modular capabiiity to add plurality of function modules an drive modules; the

confined space is an air gap betwee a stator and a rotor of an electrical machine; the

control system includes a manual control device with haptic feedback capabiiity; haptic

feedback s transmitted by the manual control device when one of .the predefined events

is sensed by the crawler; the plurality of predefined events include sensing a defect



and/or sensing that a position or orientation of the crawier is different from that of a

desired position or orientation; the control system generates an electronic result map o

an inspected space within the machine to define discreet regions with information about

defects and/or foreign objects located therein; comprising defining new inspection

schedule map based on the result map created during a previous inspection.

!n another aspect, the present disclosure includes an inspection and repair

system for a machine comprising crawler configured to move within an air gap formed

in the machine; one or more sensors associated with the crawier, the sensors operable

for sensing defects within a sensing range of the crawier; a transmitter for transmitting

information about the defect to at least one of a display and a retrieveable memory; a

control system for controlling movement an communication with the crawler; and a

mapping system operable for creating an output ma defined by discreet regions;

wherein each of the discreet regions of the output ma includes a status indicator based

on sensed inspection data obtained by the crawler.

n refined aspects, the status indicator includes information related to a surface

defect, a foreign object, a pass/fail index and/or other user defined criteria; the control

system includes a tether line and/or wireless communication means operable with the

crawler; an inspection path for the crawier s defined based on Information fro the

status indicators of the output map; the crawler is controlled autonomously by the

control system; movement of the crawler is at least partially controlled by a manual

device; the manual device includes a haptic feedback system; the haptic feedback

system transmits haptic feedback output when a defect is identified; the magnitude of

the haptic feedback is proportional t a size of the defect; the haptic feedback system



transmits haptic feedback output when a position or orientation of the crawler is not

within a predefined limit of a desired position or orientation; the haptic feedback system

includes a plurality of different signal definitions, each of the signal definitions

corresponding to one of a plurality of different defect indicators and/or crawler

orientation indicators; comprising repair module associated with the crawler

configured to perform a repair operation on the machine.

n yet another aspect, the present disclosure inciudes a method comprising

moving crawler within an air gap of an electrical machine; sensing a surface of the

electrical machine during the moving; mapping the surface of the machine, wherein the

mapping inciudes defining the surface as a plurality of discrete regions having a status

indicator associated therewith; an displaying a map with the status indicators on a

visual display.

In refined aspects, generating a new inspection schedule path for the crawler in

response to the mapping of the electrical machine; the status indicator indicates one of

machine defect, foreign object, pass/fail, or other defined criteria; the sensing includes

sensors with video, orientation and/or proximity capability; the sensing occurs on a

stator and/or a rotor of the electricai machine; the moving includes input fro a manual

input device; comprising transmitting haptic feedback in response to th sensing of

defect in the electrical machine and/or a deviation from a desired position or orientation

of the crawler; a transmission magnitude of haptic feedback is proportional to a size of

the defect and/or magnitude of the deviation; the transmission of haptic feedback

includes a plurality of different signals to correspond with a plurality of predefined status

indicators.



While the invention has been illustrated and described in detail in the drawings

and foregoing description, the same is t o be considered as illustrative and not restrictive

i character, it being understood that only the preferred embodiments have been shown

and described and that all changes an modifications that come within the spirit of the

inventions are desired to be protected, it should be understood that while the use of

words such as preferable, preferably, preferred or more preferred utilized in the

description above indicate that the feature so described may be more desirable, i

nonetheless may not be necessary and embodiments lacking the same may be

contemplated as within the scope of the invention, the scope being defined by the

claims that follow. In reading the claims, it s intended that when words such as "a,"

"an," "at least one," or "at least one portion" are used there is no intention to limit the

clai to only one item unless specifically stated to the contrary in the claim:. When the

language "a least a portion" and/or "a portion" is used the item can include a portion

and/or the entire item unless specifically stated to the contrary.

Unless specified or limited otherwise, the terms "mounted," "connected,"

"supported," and "coupled" and variations thereof are used broa y and encompass

both direct and indirect mountings, connections, supports, an couplings. Further,

"connected" and "coupled" are not restricted to physical or mechanical connections or

couplings.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

. A system c prisin :

a crawler operable for traversing through a confined space in a machine;

one or more sensors coupled with the crawler, the one or more sensors operable

for sensing information associated with the machine;

a transmitter for transmitting information from the one or more sensors to at least

one of a visual display and a retrievable memory storage; and

a control system having haptic feedback capability to signal an occurrence of one

of a plurality o predefined events.

2 . The system of claim , wherein predefined event includes sensing a

defect i the machine,

3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein the defect includes a foreign object

located proximate the confined space.

4 . The system of claim , wherein the one or more sensors include a least

one of a video camera, an accelerometer based ti t sensor, and/or a proximity sensor.

5 . The system of claim 1 further comprising a tether connected to the crawler

for transmitting electronic data t and from the crawler.



6 The system of claim , wherein the crawler includes main function

module and one or more drive modules,

7 . The system of claim , wherein the crawler includes modular capability t

add a plurality of function modules and drive modules

8 . The system of claim , wherein the confined space s an air gap

positioned between a stator and a rotorof an electrical machine,

9 . The system of claim , wherein the control system includes a manual

control device with haptic feedback capability.

I 0 The system of claim 9 , wherein haptic feedback is transmitted by th

manual control device whe one of the predefined events is sensed by the crawler,

. The system of claim , wherein th plurality of predefined events include

sensing a defect and/or sensing tha position o orientation of th crawler is different

from that of a desired position or orientation.

12. The system of claim , wherein the control system generates an electronic

result map of an inspected space within the machine to define discreet regions with

information about defects and/ r foreign objects located therein.



13. The system of claim 12 further comprising defining a new inspection

schedule map based on the result map created during a previous inspection.

14. An inspection and repair system for a machine comprising:

a crawler configured to move within an air gap formed i the machine;

one or more sensors associated with the crawler, the sensors operable for

sensing defects within a sensing range of the crawler;

a transmitter for transmitting information about the defect to at least one of a

display an a retrieveable memory:

a control system for controlling movement and communication with the crawler;

and

a mapping system with schedule Information operable for creating an output map

defined by discreet regions; wherein each of the discreet regions of the output map

includes a status indicator based on sensed inspection data obtained by the crawler.

15. The inspection and repair system of claim 14, wherein the status indicator

includes information related t a surface defect, a foreign object, a pass/fail index

and/or other user defined criteria.

16. The inspection and repair system of claim 14, wherein the control system

Includes a tether line and/or wireless communication means operable with the crawler.



1 . The inspection and repair system of claim 14, wherein an inspection path

for the crawler is defined based on information from the status indicators of the output

map.

18. The inspection and repair system of ciaim 14, wherein the crawler is

controlled autonomously by the control system,

19. The inspection and repair system of claim 14, wherein movement of the

crawler i at least partially controlled by a manual device,

20. The inspection and repair system of claim 19, wherein the manual device

includes a haptic feedback system.

2 . The inspection and repair system of claim 20, wherein the haptic feedback

system transmits haptic feedback output when a defect is identified.

22. The inspection and repair system of claim 2 , wherein the magnitude of

the haptic feedback is proportional to a size of he defect.

23. The inspection and repair system of claim 20, wherein the haptic feedback

system transmits haptic feedback output when a position or orientation of the crawler i

not within a predefined limit of a desired position or orientation.



24. The inspection and repair system of claim 20, wherein the haptic feedback

system includes a plurality of different signal definitions, each of the signal definitions

corresponding to one of a plurality of different defect indicators and/or crawler

orientation indicators,

25. The inspection and repair system of claim 14 further comprising a repair

module associated with the crawler configured t perform a repair operation on the

machine.

2 . The inspection and repair system of claim further comprising an nertia

measurement unit operable with the crawler.

27. A method comprising;

moving a crawler within an air gap of an electrical machine;

sensing a surface of the electrical machine during the moving;

mapping the surface of the machine, wherein the mapping includes defining the

surface as a plurality of discrete regions with a status indicator and schedule information

associated therewith; and

displaying a map with the status indicators on a visual display.

28. The method of claim 27, generating a new inspection schedule pat for the

crawler i response to the mapping of the electrical machine.



29. The method of claim 27, wherein the status indicator indicates one of a

machine defect, foreign object, pass/fail criteria, or other defined criteria,

30. The method of claim 27, wherein the sensing includes sensors with video,

orientation and/or proximity capability

3 1. The method of claim 27, wherein the sensing occurs on a stator and/or a

rotor of the eiectrical machine.

32. The method of claim 27, wherein the moving includes input from a manual

input device.

33. The method of claim 27 further comprising transmitting haptic feedback in

response to the sensing of a defect in the eiectrical machine and/or a deviation from a

desired position or orientation of the crawler.

34. The method of claim 33, wherein a transmission magnitude of haptic

feedback is proportional to a size of the defect and/or a magnitude of the deviation.

35. The method of claim 33, wherein the transmission of haptic feedback

includes a plurality of different signals to correspond with a plurality of predefined status

indicators.
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